My Life My Way
My Life My Way
is an AAL Call 2015 project. It aims to
adapt and develop an existing ICT virtual
assistant currently used by independent
and autonomous elderly.
Since My Life My Way is a research
project, all the end-users are invited to
join the co-creation process.
The next level vision is to adapt ANNE in
such a way that it can benefit people with
cognitive and other problems related to
the aging process and dementia.

If you are interested
in helping the My Life
My Way Consortium
to improve ANNE
even further, please
contact us.

Project start date :
01/03/2016
Duration:
36 months
Total budget:
2 Mio €
Consortium Partners
Nine partners from 3 European countries:
1 large E, 1 SME, 3 Research Institutions
and 4 end user organisations in the
Netherlands, Switzerland and Belgium.
Contact
A. Barské (coordinator), ENGIE
M
E
I

+31 6 1339 4361
arzu.barske@engie.com
www.mylifemyway-aal.eu

Personal virtual
assistant

Let me assist you in any way I can
I am ANNE,
I can help.

I am a virtual PA.
I am ANNE,
I am there, 24/7.
I can help,
I am a virtual
PA.
Just talk to
me,24/7.
and I’ll listen.
Just talk to me, and I’ll listen.

Hi, I’m ANNE, your virtual assistant. I can
be of use to you in many ways, since I
operate in two worlds: both the physical
and the virtual world. You could call me a
bridge between men and machine.
I am a virtual assistant with advanced
artificial intelligence and can operate your
personal computer, tablet or smart TV by
means of speech control.
Please allow me to explain how it works.
First of all, we have to get to get
acquainted, but I assure you that you will
get used to me quite soon. I have been
developed in such a way that people find
it easy to come to accept and appreciate
me.
We will communicate by means of speech
and face control by previously integrated
commands. I will remember your
preferences and can take loads of work
out of your hands.

I can read you the news that I know
you’re interested in.
Are you not able to move? I will be
delighted to draw your curtains, turn on
the light or turn on your coffee machine
for you.
You can cross-connect me to your security
cameras. You will be surprised how
difficult it will be to get past me if I do not
recognize your face.

I can
• Remind you of your appointments

When you play computer games, I can
explain the rules, keep the score and
support you, if you want me to. It won’t
be long before you have that choice.

• Listen you and reply

Like I said: there are numerous things I
can do. But if you think I am a gadget, you
are mistaken. It is my goal to assist you in
any way I can.

• Video call with your relatives,
grandchild or business relations

• Carry out commands (Preintegrated)
• Be your companion, day and night

• Display who is standing at the door
• Read you a newspaper, in your pace
• Be connected to your domestic
appliances, like lights or curtains
• Be patient and never get weary of
answering your questions
• Act as an intermediary between
people who need care or attention
and the ones who provide it
• Alert the fire brigade when there is a
smoke alarm in your home or office
• Act as an interface in computer
gaming

